
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Lunasea Lighting’s New Water Safety Device Provides Higher Level of Safety  

for Children and Pets 

Homosasa, Fla., February 1, 2021 – Lunasea Lighting has introduced an innovative new water safety 

device designed for child and pet safety. This complete safety system incorporates improved packaging  

other devices simply don’t offer, allowing for increased convenience and, most importantly, greater peace 

of mind.  In addition to being the smallest multi-function distress light and signaling device on the market 

today, unlike competitive offerings, Lunasea’s waterproof device is easily rechargeable. It’s also designed 

to work independently, or in combination with a waterproof, rechargeable pocket-size alarm receiver that 

increases your ability to keep track of your loved ones at all times. 

Ideal for use aboard boats, at the marina, when camping by the lake or stream, or even poolside, 

Lunasea’s IP67 waterproof attachment and IP65 waterproof receiver take on or near the water safety to a 

whole new level. The attachment emits a comforting blue ambient light to provide assurance that all is 

OK.  In the event your child or pet should fall into in the water, an ultra-bright white distress strobe on the 

attachment automatically activates and the portable receiver sounds a loud audible alarm and flashes a 

bright strobe.   

Both the child or pet worn strobe and the portable receiver are equipped with long-lasting lithium 

batteries and work with standard inductive device charging pads. The strobe’s distress light operates for a 

minimum of eight hours on a single charge, while the receiver functions for many days on a single charge. 

“Our new child and pet safety system is truly unique,” said Lunasea Lighting’s Allen Burley. “Many 

manufacturers offer strobe devices that are helpful in locating a child or pet that falls overboard.  While 

those devices are highly functional, they don’t easily alert the monitoring person when this occurs. If 

you’re not aware that the child or pet has fallen into the water, it may be too late to even look for the 

strobe and perform a rescue.”    

Burley points out that while there are others that offer a product with a remote alarm that triggers if a 

child or pet falls into the water, those devices don’t compare to Lunasea’s system when it comes to 

portability, functionality, cost and convenience. “Competitive devices have encapsulated batteries, so you 

need to buy a new unit each time the battery dies, noted Burley. Additionally, the receivers are not 

waterproof like ours, and are not completely portable as they need to be plugged in to operate, while 

others require cell signal or expensive equipment.” 

The new Lunasea safety strobe transmitter and receiver are available through authorized dealers 

nationwide. The MSRP is $189.  To learn more about these devices, or the complete line of Lunasea 

Lighting solutions and accessories for marine applications, visit www.lunasealighting.com. 

-more- 

http://www.lunasealighting.com/


About Lunasea Lighting 

Lunasea Lighting is a subsidiary of  Electronics who has been designing and manufacturing innovative 

electronics since 1981. Digitron’s client list includes some of the top medical and industrial companies in 

addition to many military projects. Lunasea Lighting brings that knowledge to lighting. Our focus on 

product innovation, technology, quality, and customer service is the hallmark of every product we 

make.  Every Lunasea lighting product is designed from the ground up and built to deliver all the 

functionality and dependability that marine applications demand. Headquartered in Florida, with 

manufacturing centers worldwide, Lunasea has the ability to meet global demand. 
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PULSATING MONITOR LIGHT 
Monitor where your pets and kids are

EXTREMELY BRIGHT WATER ACTIVATED STROBE

REMOTE AUDIOABLE ALARM (Fits in Pocket - IP65)

2 HRS MONITOR AND MIN 8 HRS STROBE (per charge)

LOCKING WRIST STRAP FOR CHILDREN

Monitor Water Activated
Strobe

Remote Alarm

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER RECHARGEABLE 

www.lunasea.com
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1-800-272-0170

WHITE STROBE
BLUE VISUAL MONITOR

TO SPOT YOUR CHILD/PET

RECHARGEABLE SAFETY DEVICE

Transmits to Receiver

Providing Loud Alarm

and Activates Strobe 

Notifying you of Child

or Pet in Distress.

Water Activated 
Ultra Bright 
Strobe 
for Overboard 
Distress

LunaSafe Safety
Products



Lunasea Lighting has introduced an innovative new water safety device designed 
for child and pet safety. This complete safety system incorporates improved packag-
ing other devices simply don’t offer, allowing for increased convenience and, most 
importantly, greater peace of mind.  In addition to being the smallest multi-function 
distress light and signaling device on the market today, unlike competitive offer-
ings, Lunasea’s waterproof device is easily rechargeable. It’s also designed to work 
independently, or in combination with a waterproof, rechargeable pocket-size alarm 
receiver that increases your ability to keep track of your loved ones at all times.

Ideal for use aboard boats, at the marina, when camping by the lake or stream, or 
even poolside, Lunasea’s IP67 waterproof attachment and IP65 waterproof receiver 
take on or near the water safety to a whole new level. The attachment emits a com-
forting blue ambient light to provide assurance that all is OK.  In the event your 
child or pet should fall into in the water, an ultra-bright white distress strobe on the 
attachment automatically activates and the portable receiver sounds a loud audible 
alarm and flashes a bright strobe.  

Both the child or pet worn strobe and the portable receiver are equipped with 
long-lasting lithium batteries and work with standard wireless charging pads. The 
strobe’s distress light operates for a minimum of eight hours on a single charge, 
while the receiver functions for many days on a single charge.

www.lunasea.com1-800-272-0170
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IP67 Water Activated Strobe

Visual Tracker

RF Transmitter (350 Ft)

Rechargeable Lithium Transmitter

Wireless Charging

(uses standard charging pad)

Smallest in Industry

Locking Child Wrist Strap 

Velcro Straps for Pets

Multi Graphics

Brightest Strobe in the Industry

Auto Switching from Off or Tracker to 

Rescue Strobe

Auto and Manual Strobe

Low battery status transmits to receiver

Pair up to 8 with Receivers (allows close 

range to neighbors who have device)

Rechargeable Portable Receiver

Loud Audible alarm

Visual Strobe alarm

Compact Size (fits in pocket)

Wireless Charging

(uses standard charging pad) 

IP65 Waterproof

Low battery indicator LED

TRANSMITTER

RECEIVER

BENEFITS



LunaSafe Product Listing

LLB-70RB-E0-00 Safety water activated strobe light, RED case, BLUE attention light, Unicorn & Red Bone 
Label, hook & loop straps, Locking Wrist Strap, QI Rechargeable 850001461375

LLB-70BB-F0-00 Safety water activated strobe light, BLUE case, BLUE attention light, Dinosaur and Blue Bone 
Label, hook & loop straps, Locking Wrist Strap, Qi rechargeable 850001461382

LLB-63RB-E0-01 Safety water activated strobe light w/ RF transmitter, RED case, BLUE attention light, 
Unicorn Child Label, hook & loop straps, Locking Wrist Strap, Qi rechargeable 850001461481

LLB-63BB-F0-01 Safety water activated strobe light w/ RF transmitter, BLUE case, BLUE attention light, Dino 
Child Label, hook & loop straps, Locking Wrist Strap, Qi rechargeable 850001461498

LLB-63RB-E0-K1
Safety water activated strobe light w/ RF transmitter, RED case, BLUE attention light, 
Unicorn Child Label, hook & loop straps, Locking Wrist Strap, Alarm Receiver, both Qi 
rechargeable

850001461412

LLB-63BB-F0-K2 Safety water activated strobe light w/ RF transmitter, BLUE case, BLUE attention light, Dino 
Child Label, hook & loop straps, Locking Wrist Strap, Alarm Receiver, both Qi rechargeable 850001461429

LLB-70SL-01-00 Velcro & Wrist Band, Safety Locking Adjustable for use with 63 and 70 series, Blue Color 850001461474

LLB-70SL-02-00 Velcro & Wrist Band, Safety Locking Adjustable for use with 63 and 70 series, Red Color

LLB-70SL-03-00 Velcro & Wrist Band, Safety Locking Adjustable for use with 63 and 70 series, Purple Color

LLB-63CT-01-00 Controller, Audible Remote Alarm Receiver with Strobe, Qi rechargeable 850001461467

LLB-63AS-01-00 10W QI Charge Pad, USB powered (power supply not included) 850001461528

LLB-63AU-01-00 20W Dual QI Charge Pad, USB powered (power supply not included) 850001461450

LLB-63AU-01-00 Demo Unit. Includes Power Supply.

 STANDALONE SAFETY DEVICE

SAFETY DEVICE with RF TRANSMITTER works with REMOTE ALARM

SAFETY DEVICE with RF TRANSMITTER INCLUDES REMOTE ALARM
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SAFETY DEVICE - Accessories


